MODEL FOR PRODUCING QUALITY SEED

STOCKSEED
- disease free
- weed free
- good germ
- genetically pure

PRODUCTION
- correct growing area
- proper isolation
- proper cultural practices:
  - weed control
  - insect control
  - disease control
  - correct irrigation
  - fertilizer
  - cultivation
- proper harvesting practices:
  - maturation
  - windrowing
  - drying
  - correct use of equipment

QUALITY CONTROL
- procedures for producing quality product
- joint effort with each dept.
  * document existing procedures
  * streamline reporting checks
  * have dept. write own procedures
  * accountability
  * co-operation
  * investigation of existing and new procedures

CONDITIONING
- cleaning
- milling
- grading
- recleaning
- blending
- sizing
- storage conditions
- treating
  - correct procedure
  - correct material
  - drying
- packaging
  - handling
  - moisture control
  - correct packaging material
- shipping
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